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Path of warriors quest witcher 3

FlagViewOn historian An Skellig in Skellige talks to two women in the city square of the port of Urialla, the women will appear only when the storm is over - so early on when you visit Skellige or after you finish The Tower Outta Nowheres (level 30, but can do it at level 27). Follow your objective marks to fang position of
Yngvar, learn about the trials from Gunnar and are coming. Don't be too much when fighting harpy and falling to your death, climbing cliffs and jumping to the top. You can take a little indirect time and explore to find Bear School Witcher Gear if you haven't done so. Follow the steps outside until you reach the summit of
Aardeklove (clump of Earth), follow your quest mark now to find the entrance to the cave. You can retrace or find another way down, it's up to you (just save your game before you scroll!). As you approach the cave, now is a good time to take cats and killer whales. You have to go diving, dive and swim forward using your
small map to guide you. Look for areas with dangling roots. You can breathe here. There is also a treasure chest below straight forward with boots and good for you. At the end, the cave becomes shallow. If you use Witcher's vision, you'll see a submerged cabinet, robbing it to get the path of the warrior token complete;
See your steps You will emerge at a small band camp (not a real mark) back to Gunnar, who rewards you with fame and glory (EP) and diagrams and armor Home » Guide » Witcher 3 Path of The WalkthroughSpeak Warrior with locals hanging out near the travel mark. For 'Urialla Port' on An Skellig, an island in the
large northeast of Skellige Island, when you have selected an quest from the announcement board, you will notice the objective mark has appeared on the map just to the northeast of Uria, right by 'Trail to Yngvar's Fang', marking a quick trip (if you unlock). Head to this place and talk to Gunnar at the side of the route.
During the conversation, you will need to ask about both the upper and lower paths before you are given the option to start side quests. When you get the green light to start the path of the warrior climbing the stairs beside. Gunnar follows the path, crosses the first bridge and jumps to the next ledge ahead. There are
groups of 5-6 level 13 sirens flying around at this point, and since we need to do a bit of fancy jumping and maneuver along narrow paths. In the not too distant future, it is a good idea to pull them now so that we can focus on our platform without distraction. Use your crosses to make them angry times and take. Run up
and jump over the next large gap to the opposite ledge and rob the corpse on the ground here (one of them has the original face: swallows rising for me), climb on to the top ledge and follow a rather clear set path up a set of ledges until you can't go further. At this point, scroll down to the platform below and continue
along the paved path. After jumping over large gaps in the paved path, you will find a crumbling tower. On the right wall there is a door that we can open. This leads to a bear school equipment. For now, make your way up the wreckage here by going up the stairs every time you see it, then jumping over the necessary
spaces. Soon you will find an old man sitting beside the building on the side of the path to the left. This place means you almost built it! Continue along the dirty path, the game lay out for you and prepare for a rather huge gap jump in the next few minutes until you reach the peak of the mountain. Please note that there is
another group of 3-4 Sirens/harpies on the way up, so earlier when you saw them before pulling and eliminating them in a safe spot first, instead of trying a tricky jump with them attacking you! At the top of the mountain you can interact with large obelisk statues in the center to rob the trial of token finish maneuverability
Note: At this point you will get 50XP in space, you will immediately unlock new fast travel marks. Now it's time to head down the mountain and follow a small set of stairs to the right of the fast travel mark until they disappear and slide down the slope to reach the cave entrance at the bottom. Note: If you have installed the
'Hearts of Stone' DLC extension, you will receive the success/trophy 'Rad Steelz, Bro!' for continuous scrolling for 10 seconds, enter the cave into the bottom area and continue until you reach the pool. Dive underwater and swim through the underwater tunnel to the far end. Keep an eye on the roof because you will be
able to surface one or two times to recover your breath, or you can open the killer whale and you will be able to swim the entire length of the tunnel. You will be able to surface above this if you use low oxygen. Once out of the cave, you will be immediately set up by a group of three robbers. Deal with them and a little
more wolf herd along the route as you travel back to Urialla Port when you arrive safely, just back to Gunnar at the base of the warrior's path again to shake hands with. For side quests you can get 50XP, diagram: Attack Gauntlets, Mag Deira Cuirass, 5 x Sewer Mushrooms and 2 x Hard Leather. The Sad Story of the
Grossbart Brothers Walkthrough The Witcher 3 Wild Hunt: The Path of The Walkthrough Echoes the Witcher 3: From Far Away Walkthrough Witch 3 Wild Hunt: Promise Here Comes The WalkthroughWitcher Groom 3 Masters of the Walkthrough Stage from Witcher Wiki The Path of a Warrior Is Secondary Quest in
Witch 3: Jungle Hunt The path leading to the top is protected by sirens and harpy. The cave has many places where Geralt can come up in the air and fairly loot, but the largest central cave is protected by two gargoyles. Killer whales are highly recommended for swimming through caves. Journal entries[edit source edit]
During his stay in Skellige, Geralt learned what is known as the Warrior's Path. This is a path full of obstacles that locals believe each self-respecting warrior must travel, Geralt knows that if he can travel across the infamous difficult path, he will be respected and respected throughout the island. The witch overcomes all
obstacles along the path and makes it to an end, and even the proudest Skellige warrior treats him with respect. Practice[Edit Editing] Talk to the man who takes care of the path to the beginning of the path, gather the evidence that you made it to the top of the top. (50) Come down to the cave entrance, travel through
the tunnel and collect the evidence you made, reach the end of the tunnel, leave the cave and talk to the man who oversaw the route (50) gallery [edit source]. This quest can begin. You can overheat the conversation of two women in the village of Uriala Harbor, and then when you talk to one of them they will take you to
Gunnar or you can talk directly to Gunnar, which you will find in the northwest of the island. During his stay in Skellige, Geralt learned what is known as the Warrior's Path. This is a path full of obstacles that locals believe each self-respecting warrior must travel, Geralt knows that if he can travel across the infamous
difficult path, he will be respected and respected throughout the island. Women Skellige The Skellige Isles Gunnar The Skellige Isles Yngvar's Fang The Skellige Isles Path of Warriors Cave (Start) Skellige Isles Of Warrior Cave (Exit) The Skellige Isles Talk to Gunnar First you need to reach the summit and pull the token
there, then you need to go into the cave and pull something at the end of it. When you have both tokens, you have to bring them to him. Approach the starting point and continue along the path leading to the summit. On the way, you'll find sirens (13) and harpies that you'll have to eliminate. Be careful not to fall down
when fighting. There will be a lot of jumps on the way to the top. At some point you will reach a place where you can not jump to the other side. Scroll down and walk down the road that takes you near the entrance to the destroyed castle. There you will be able to climb the wall and return to the path leading to the top.
The next road will be quite straight. When you reach the top, take the completed maneuverability trial token from the pole sits there. Take the other route down and slide down the slope of the mountain. In this way, you will get close to the entrance to the cave - the path of the warrior cave (starting) in the cave, you need
to swim at quite a distance underwater, so if you have killer whale medicine, it should be used now. About halfway there, you will be able to emerge and get to the air. You can climb on it, but you'll find only two gargoyles, so keep swimming. Finally, you will reach almost the end of the tunnel, where you will find the crate
sinking with the warrior's path, finish the token inside. You will have to climb a little and jump over the cracks, and after a while you will reach the exit of the cave - the path of the warrior cave (exit). When you leave the cave, you will find three robbers (14-16), you have to kill, then go back to Gunnar and show him the
token. He will congratulate you and you will get some items from him: diagrams: attack gauntlets, Mag Deira cuirass, Sewant mushroom x 5 and hard leather x 2 witches overcome all obstacles along the path and make it to the end. You may be interested in something from the list below below.
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